
GATEWAY Portable Wheelchair Ramp
Designed for safety and engineered for reliability, the GATEWAY, 
a solid surface portable wheelchair ramp, is a smart alternative 
to costly wooden ramps. Available with or without handrails.
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Life changes.
Be ready for the unexpected with help 
from EZ-ACCESS.

Visit SunriseMedical.ca for product specifications

About EZ-ACCESS

EZ-ACCESS is the world’s leading manufacturer 
of high quality aluminum ramp systems. We are 
a family-owned and operated company with 
over 30 years of experience in designing and 
manufacturing access solutions. Our products 
are made in the USA and are known for their 
safety, durability, and workmanship. 

In addition to the versatile GATEWAYTM ramp, 
we manufacture the Passport® Vertical Platform 
Lift and a variety of portable ramps and other 
mobility accessories for both commercial and 
residential use. 

EZ-ACCESS can make any type of home, 
regardless of age or style, accessible. Our 
products provide flexible short- and long-term 
solutions for a variety of needs. 

Through an extensive network of local 
authorized dealers, EZ-ACCESS serves the 
entire United States with professional products 
and quick installation.

For additional information, please contact us 
today or visit ezaccess.com.

Solid Surface Portable Ramp
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GATEwAY™ Solid Surface Portable Ramp  

 The safe and durable home access solution.

 Solid, seam-free surface. The 1-piece design means 
no assembly* or movable parts; just set the ramp in 
the desired position, and it’s ready to use! 

 Made of lightweight, yet heavy-duty aluminum.

 Designed for the rigors of repeated, everyday use 
in all weather conditions. Can be easily moved or 
relocated as needs change. 

 Makes a great semi-permanent ramp for indoor/
outdoor use.

 Made of durable aluminum for years of maintenance-
free use. Will not rust, rot, or deteriorate from the 
outdoor elements.

 Permanent (extruded) slip-resistant surface allows 
superb traction.

 Available with or without handrails.

 Handrails are welded for extra strength 
and durability.

 Feature a brushed, architectural finish.

 Designed for scooters, wheelchairs, and walkers.

 Three-year limited warranty.

 Made in the USA.

The EZ-ACCESS® Choice
Safety is our top priority, and we are committed to making the process of choosing the best 
ramp solution as worry-free as possible. With EZ-ACCESS, you can be confident that your 
accessibility needs will be resolved safely and quickly.

The Aluminum Advantage
The decision on whether to install an aluminum accessibility solution or build a wood 
ramp can be a difficult one.  However, aluminum ramps have many advantages over 
their wooden counterparts. 

 Virtually maintenance free

 Will not rot or rust

 Easy assembly with minimal tools

 Environmentally friendly

 An asset that can be reused, recycled, or moved to another location if needed

Quick Specs
 Welded aluminum construction

 Ramps feature a standard width of 36 inches

 Permanent (extruded) slip-resistant surface

 Weight capacity of 850 pounds

 Available in 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-, 7-, 8-, 9-, & 10-foot lengths

The GATEwAY Advantage

Designed for safety and engineered for reliability, the GATEWAY is a smart alternative to costly wooden 
ramps. When mobility needs extend beyond the scope of a conventional portable ramp, the durable 
GATEWAY ramp is your answer. 

* Handrails require minimal assembly.


